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DESCRIPTION 
This three-part course focuses on how community banks of all sizes can refine and implement updated strategic thinking in 
a rapidly changing world.  Survival is still possible.  Thriving will be more elusive without changes to the way we think about 
planning.   
 
Does your bank’s current strategic planning process generate the high-level strategic thinking needed in 2022 and beyond 
to position the bank for long term success? If so, why?  If not, why not?  This elective builds on the foundational strategic 
and capital planning covered in GSB’s year one courses and “digs in” to assess your plan and your bank’s specific needs 
around strategy.  What systems level disruptors exist both within and outside of the industry that should be on the radar 
screen? Evolving Best Practices will be shared to vet your own bank’s strategy effectiveness. 
 

• Outline and assessment of “best practices” of sustained higher performing banks and bank disruptors or neobanks. 
• Does the Capital Plan align with strategies?  How much can you grow with current capital?  What’s the Board’s 

“comfort cushion?”  How do your bank’s capital levels compare with peer?  With Best Practices?  Will capital levels 
allow for strategic opportunities? 

• Will your shareholders “stay in the game” for the longer haul?  What determines that? 
• Will return be enough to generate additional dividend needs as aging shareholders desire liquidity and/or the stock 

transfers to the next generation? 
• What are the “best practice” strategies for enhancing revenue?  How diversified is your revenue?  How diversified 

should it be?  To what extent have you captured those strategies? 
• How should strategic experimentation play a role in your bank’s plan? 
• How does technology optimization play a role in your bank’s future evolution? 
• What “story” or narrative does your Balance Sheet depict?  Are there eroding competitive advantages hidden 

beneath those numbers? 
• To what extent has your bank accomplished branch optimization?  How has that thinking changed over the past 2 

years? 
• Is your employee experience aligned with future growth? How do you effectively incent those that most directly 

contribute to strategy, both annually and long term? 
 
PURPOSE 
To explore a composite of Best Practice strategies from sustained high performing community banks that challenge the 
status quo and provide relevance around the customer and employee experience, digital transformation, branch 
optimization and related capital needs for sustained profitable growth. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
After successfully completing this course, students will be able to: 

• Align capital planning with strategy execution 
• Determine whether 2022 and beyond Best Practice strategies are in place for enhanced revenue generation 
• Assess the bank’s current performance against strategies of high performing community banks 

 
FEATURES 
This course features lecture, hands on small group work with strategies/peer data and participatory class discussion.  The 
course is taught by two former community bankers/consultants.  Strategic “best practices” of high performing banks will be 
outlined and discussed.  


